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PRESENTER
Dr. Palmieri is a nurse leader, global health expert, and research methodologist with more than 20 years of work experience in
academia and industry. Previously, he co-led a $300+ million project resulting in the largest vertically integrated health care
delivery system in Peru; and he led the first successful international hospital accreditation in Peruvian history.
Dr. Palmieri has held academic and research appointments at universities and institutes in Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Peru, and
the United States. He has published more than 50 research articles in indexed journals in English and Spanish and multiple book
chapters. In addition, he has served as the chair or methodologist for more than 40 doctoral projects and dissertations. Dr.
Palmieri is also an associate editor for four leading journals in global health, nursing, public health, and translation science and
an editorial board member for six other journals in primary care, qualitative methods, nursing science, and health policy. Through
Prof. Dr. Patrick A. Palmieri
this work, he has completed more than 300 peer-reviews for journals in health sciences and management and handled more
than 100 manuscripts as editor.
Dr. Palmieri is a nationally certified researcher by the Peruvian National Committee for Science, Technology, and
Innovation and a registered researcher with the Colombian National System for Science, Technology, and
Innovation. Resulting from his work with vulnerable populations, Dr. Palmieri has received numerous awards
including two keys to cities and an honorary doctoral degree. Furthermore, he was honored to be the first Peruvian
inducted into the American Academy of Nursing for significant contributions to the development of health policy and
nursing research in South America. Dr. Palmieri lives in Bolivia, Peru, and the United States with his wife, an
accomplished economist, and young daughter.

FIRST INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATION – 2012
• June 5, 2012 – Pacifico
Salud achieved the first
health care acceditation in
Peruvian history.
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REGIONAL HOSPITAL COLLAPSING

DATA OUTLIER IN ONE REGION

IS THE HEALTH SYSTEM COLLAPSING?

Not a
new
problem

SITUATION DIFFERENT IN PROVIENCES?
• Patients were literally dying in
every corner of the public
hospitals – there were no beds,
there were no medications, there
were no ventilators, and there
was not even no oxygen.

HIDDEN PROBLEMS EMERGED ACROSS PERU
• 822 ICU and 6,337
hospital beds
• No oxygen plants
resulting in US
$1,800+ for each
large cylinder refill

SPENDING FOR WHAT AND WHY?

NO VENTILATOR FOR MY WIFE IN LIMA
2020.05.28

MY FATHER IS NOT A PRIORITY IN LIMA
• Y llegó el día al que tanto terror tenía, hoy te fuiste de mi lado
papito, me dejas con el corazón destrozado, sin poderte ver
todos estos días porque no me dejaban entrar, esperando por
un ventilador pero no eras prioridad por ser adulto mayor, sin
poder llorar sobre tu pecho, sin poder despedirme en tus
momentos de angustia y ahora sin poderte ver ni darte el último
adiós, solo conformarme con cenizas que sabe Dios si serán tuyas,
tenías tantas cosas por hacer, no querías morir nos decías, no hay
nada sobre la faz de está tierra que calme este dolor tan grande,
solo se que ya estás con el señor, ya estás en sus brazos, él te ha
recogido mi amor, mi vida, mi papito lindo 😭😭😭😭 Te amo
infinitamente, te amo más allá de lo que te imaginas papá,
espérame allá mi vida, espérame con los brazos abiertos... Jehová
dió, Jehová quitó sea el nombre de Jehová bendito...�💔💔

Anggel Villanueva
2020.05.27

Emergency
Ventilator
Project

INEXPENSIVE VENTILATOR – NOT INTERESTED!

DEATH DATA ‘ERROR’ ADMITTED

GOVERNMENT MISINFORMATION
• “We think it is our duty to make public this updated information,” said the Peruvian
prime minister, Violeta Bermúdez, announcing the result of the review.
• “What is being said is that a significant number of
deaths were not classified as caused by Covid-19,” the
health minister, Óscar Ugarte, stated. He explained
previously only those who people with a positive
diagnostic test were considered to have died from the
virus, but other criteria have since been incorporated.
• This story is not factually based as researchers insisted
the data was wrong since the middle of 2020.

PERU BECOMES THE WORST IN ONE DAY
Misrepresented data for political convenience

VACCINE-GATE
• Former president Martín Vizcarra received doses
of the Sinopharm vaccine when it was in the third
phase of clinical trials.
• There was a "vaccine festival" involving 487
businessmen, journalists, politicians, ambassadors,
and university leaders.
• This was a massive vaccination scandal with abuse
of power, misconduct, and illegal activities.
• The vaccines entered the country as part of a
clinical trial, without sanitary registration, offered
by a company with which Peru has signed a
million-dollar contract.

POWER, POLITICS, AND MONEY
• Public criticism of Peru's government is not just about political elites having access
to the vaccines first, but it is also about the malpractice of research universities
administering vaccines before final clinical approval.
• “The problem we face in Peru is that the permanent political class uses influence
and power for the benefit of their families and friends while other people are left to
manage an enormous bureaucracy. This is precisely the reason our last six
presidents and many former ministers have been charged with serious acts of
corruption”, Patrick Palmieri, director of South America EBHC, a Joanna Briggs
Institute (JBI) Affiliated Group, told The Lancet Infectious Diseases.
• Palmieri believes Vacuna-gate shows how corruption affects public health in Peru at
all levels: “As an example of the corrupt practices impacting health, the country has
a continuing oxygen crisis with public hospitals running out of oxygen in intensive
care units.”

LITTLE TO NO ACCOUNTABILITY
• Substantial research misconduct including breaches in
research protocol, illegal use of unapproved vaccines,
and falsifying documents.
• The university chancellor, vice-chancellors, and deans
received illegal vaccinations.

‒ University sanction – One year suspension for Dr. Germán
Málaga Rodríguez and six months for Dr. Hugo García Lescano;
and a warning for Dr. Javier Bustos Palomino.

PERU DOES VACCINATIONS QUITE WELL
• Vacuna-gate frustrates many like Palmieri who are
proud of previous vaccine programmes. “Despite all the
problems in the Peruvian health sector, vaccinations
are something we do very well. The reason is simple—
nurses lead the vaccination campaigns. They are the
vaccination foot soldiers”, Palmieri said.

VACCINATIONS ARE ADVANCING
• About 28 million adults to vaccinate
• Adults more than 50 years of age
completed this week.

• Multiple contracts for vaccines include:
‒
‒
‒
‒

Sinopharm (38 million doses)
Pfizer (32 million doses)
Sputnik (20 million doses)
AstraZeneca (14 million doses)
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